UNNATURAL MONOPOLY: CRITICAL MOMENTS
IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE
BELL SYSTEM MONOPOLY

Adam D. Thierer
Congress finally began the long-needed process of comprehensive
telecommunication deregulation in 1994, exactly 60 years after their
last major legislative effort, the Communications Act of 1934, was

enacted. Legislators appear to finally realize what has been evident
to many industry leaders and analysts for years—regulation is impeding the growth of newtechnologies, jobs, and exports, while simultaneously denying consumers the benefits of competition. Unfortunately,

in an attempt to remedythe inefficiencies created by nearly a century’s
worth of regulation, Congress crafted a reform package that was
anything but deregulatory. Both the House and Senate bills were over
200 pages long, contained 50 new regulatory powers, and included
protectionist manufacturing requirements. Largely as a result of this
pro-regulatory baggage, the bill finally died in the Senate in mid-

September of 1994.
Before Congress makes any rash decisions on how to manage competition within the industry, legislators should review how the old Bell
monopoly developed. Most legislators, academics, and many others
believe the telephone industry is a natural monopoly that was privately

monopolized by the aggressive actions of the American Telegraph
and Telephone Company(AT&T). That was hardly the case. Although
AT&T undoubtedly encouraged the monopolization of the industry,
it was the actions of regulators and federal and state legislators that

eventually led to the creation of a nationwide telephone monopoly.
In this paper I shall argue that the reason competition did not arise
within the industry earlier this century is because it was not allowed
to. Specifically, three forces drove the monopolization process:
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1. The intentional elimination of what was considered wasteful or
duplicative competition through exclusionary licensing policies,
misguided interconnection edicts, protected monopoly status for
dominant carriers, and guaranteed revenues for those regulated utilities;
2. The mandated social policy of universal telephone entitlement,

which implicitly called for a single provider to easily carry out
regulatory orders; and
3.

The regulation ofrates (through rate averaging and cross-subsidization) to achieve the social policy objective of universal service.

The combined effect of those policies was enough to kill telephone
competition just as it was gaining momentum. Hopefully, by understanding exactly how those policies encouraged the growth of a telephone monopoly, policymakers can craft more pro-competitive legislation in the future.

The Bogus Natural Monopoly Model
For many decades, economic textbooks have held up the telecommunications industry as the ideal model ofnatural monopoly. A natural
monopoly is said to exist when a single firm is able to control most,
if not all, output and prices in a given market due to the enormous
entry barriers and economies of scale associated with the industry.

More specifically, a market is said to be naturally monopolistic when
one firm can serve consumers at lower costs than two or more firms
(Spulber 1995: 31). For example, telephone service traditionally has
required laying an extensive cable network, constructing numerous
call switching stations, and creating a variety of support services,
before service could actually be initiated. Obviously, with such high
entry costs, new firms can find it difficult to gain a toehold in the
industry. Those problems are compounded by the fact that once a
single firm overcomes the initial costs, their average cost of doing
business drops rapidly relative to newcomers.
The telephone monopoly, however, has been anything but natural.

Overlooked in the textbooks is the extent to which federal and state
governmental actions throughout this century helped build the AT&T

or “Bell system” monopoly. As Robert Crandall (1991: 41) noted,
“Despite the popular belief that the telephone network is a natural
monopoly, the AT&T monopoly survived until the 1980s not because
of its naturalness but because of overt government policy.”
Indeed, a chronological review of the industry’s development produces an indisputable conclusion—at no time during the development
of the Bell monopoly did government not play a role in fostering a
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monopolistic system. Adherents to the old school of thought correctly

point out that AT&T attempted to restrict competition throughout
this century. Yet, this fact is irrelevant. Every business logically tries

its hardest to exclude competitors. What is more important, and widely
ignored, is exactly how federal and state government actions encour-

aged the Bell monopoly to develop during the early years of this
century. Once the government allowed this monopoly to develop
with its assistance, AT&T’s strength could not be matched by any
competitor, resulting in a monopolistic market structure that survived
well into the 1980’s.

AT&T’s Patent Monopoly, 1876—94
When Alexander Graham Bell patented the telephone on March 7,
1876, few people realized just how important his new invention would

become for American commerce and society in general. America was
still in love with the telegraph and saw little immediate use for the

telephone. Mark Twain even likened investment in the new technology
to “wildcat speculation.” Western Union, the most powerful telegraph

company of the era, actually passed up the opportunity to buy the
Bell patents for $100,000 believing the device was nothing more than
a passing novelty.

Unfortunately for Western Union, the telephone turned out to be
anything but a passing fad. Use ofthe device slowly gained acceptance,
primarily among business users. Yet, compared to later decades, this
Bell patent monopoly era was characterized by limited growth of
service. From 1880 to 1895, average daily calls per 1,000 ofpopulation

rose from only 4.8 to 37. Contrasting this 15-year patent monopoly
period with the competitive period that followed the expiration of the
Bell patents in 1894, average daily calls per 1,000 people jumped

from 37 in 1895 to 391.4 in 1910. The number of telephones per
1,000 people also showed much more dramatic expansion during the

competitive period after patent expiration than before. Telephones
per 1,000 people rose from only 1.1 in 1880 to 4.8 in 1895, but
skyrocketed to 82 by 1910. (See Table 1.)
Clearly, the Bell patent monopoly period was not as beneficial for
the extension of service as the competitive period that would follow.

Yet, by the end of its patent monopoly period, the Bell System had
grown large enough to pose a formidable challenge to Western Union,
the same company that had failed to buy up the original patents just
20 years earlier. But, with the expiration of their crucial patents
between 1893—94, the Bell system faced an uncertain future. Although

Bell had filed over 600 patent infringement suits to defend its
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900-plus patents during this period, the company had no choice but
to try its hardest to fend off the many new firms that were waiting

for a chance to gain access to this lucrative new market. The Bell
monopoly was, at least temporarily, dead.
TABLE 1
SPREAD OF TELEPHONE SERVICE,

Year

Average Daily
Calls Per 1,000
Population

1880—1920

Telephones
Per 1,000 of
Population

1880

4.8

1.1

1885

13.3

2.7

1890
1895

23.0
37.0

3.7
4.8

1900

103.6

17.6

1905

258.7

48.8

1910

391.4

82.0

1915
1920

446.0
486.5

103.9
123.9

SouRcE: Hyman, Toole,

and Avellis

(1987: 93).

The Development of Competition, 1894—1913
Despite AT&T’s rapid rise to market dominance, independent com-

petitors began springing up shortly after the original patents expired
in 1893 and 1894. These competitors grew by servicing areas not
served by the Bell System, but then quickly began invading AT&T’s
turf, especially areas where Bell service was poor. According to indus-

try historian Gerald W. Brock (1981: 112), by the end of 1894 over
80 new independent competitors had already grabbed 5 percent of

total market share. The number of independent firms continued to
rise dramatically such that just after the turn of the century, over

3,000 competitors existed. Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Missouri, and Ohio
each had over 200 telephone companies competing within their borders (Brock 1981: 111). By 1907, non-Bell firms continued to develop
and were operating 51 percent of the telephone businesses in local
markets. Prices were driven down as many urban subscribers were
able to choose among competing providers. AT&T’s profits and prices
during this period began to shrink due to increased competition.
Whereas AT&T had earned an average return on investment of 46

percent in the late 1800s, by 1906 their return had dropped to 8
percent (Hyman et al. 1987: 78). As Brock (1981: 122) noted, this
competitive period brought gains unimaginable just a fewyears earlier,
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After seventeen years of monopoly, the United States had a limited
telephone system of 270,000 phones concentrated in the centers of
the cities, with service generally unavailable in the outlying areas.
After thirteen years of competition, the United States had an extensive system of six million telephones, almost evenly divided between
Bell and the independents, with service available practically anywhere in the country.

Industry historians Leonard S. Flyman, Richard C. Toole, and Rosemary M. Avellis (1987: 90) summarize the overall effect of this period
by saying, “It seems competition helped to expand the market, bring
down costs, and lower prices to consumers.”
The rapid ascendancy of competition casts doubt on the natural
monopoly model of this industry. It appears AT&T’s only claim to
monopoly power prior to this period could be attributed to their
numerous patents, not superior economies of scale as the natural
monopoly theorists believed. In fact, as J. Maurice Clark concluded
in his famous 1923 Studies in the Economics of Overhead Costs,
“Telephone companies
show no signs of economy with increased
size, but rather the opposite” (1923: 321). Hence, the most important
justification for regulation of the telephone industry—that it was a
natural monopoly with rapidly declining costs as its size increased—
was not present during this era. Yet, as we shall see later, that fact
would not stop AT&T and government regulators from arguing to
the contrary.
Economies of scale constitute only part of the natural monopoly
...

equation; high barriers to market entry constitute the other half. Yet,
despite the large costs associated with telephone service initiation,
new competitors were entering the market easily during this period.

Hence, the barriers to entry were not so high as to exclude immediately
new competitors. To explain the rapid demise of competition that
would take place over the next few years, some other type of entry
barrier had to develop. That new impediment would take the form
of both subtle and blatant government intervention throughout the
next decade.

Theodore Vail, Nationalization, and the End of
Competition, 1913—21
Before examining exactly how the legal barriers to competition

developed within the telephone industry, it is important to review the
significance of a single man—Theodore Newton Vail. On April 30,
1907, Vail returned to AT&T as president,’ marking the beginning of
‘He had previously served as president from 1885—87.
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the end of telephone competition. His return to the firm changed its
fundamental focus from competition to consolidation. Vail’s most
important goals upon taking over AT&T were the elimination of
competitors, the befriending of policymakers and regulators, and the
expansion of telephone service to the general public. Reflecting Vail’s
belief in the superiority of a single telephone system, AT&T adopted
a new corporate slogan as part of an extensive advertising campaign:
“One Policy, One System, Universal Service.” In AT&T’s 1910 Annual
Report, Vail summarized his beliefin a single system saying, “Effective,
aggressive competition, and regulation and control are inconsistent
with each other, and cannot be had at the same time.” To achieve
this vision, Vail began acquiring a number of independent telephone
competitors, as well as telegraph giant Western Union. However, the
government made it known quickly that such activity was suspect
under existing antitrust statutes.
Wisely realizing the government was considering action to break

up the growing firm, Vail decided to enter an agreement that would
appease governmental concerns while providing AT&T a firm
grasp on the industry. On December 19, 1913, the “Kingsbury

Commitment” was reached. Named after AT&T Vice President
Nathan C. Kingsbury, who helped negotiate the terms, the agreement outlined a plan whereby AT&T would sell off its $30 million
in Western Union stock, agree not to acquire any other independent

companies, and allow other competitors to interconnect with the
Bell System.
The Kingsbury Commitment was thought to be pro-competitive.
Yet, this was hardly an altruistic action on AT&T’s part. The agreement was not interpreted by regulators so as to restrict AT&T from
acquiring any new telephone systems, but only to require that an

equal number be sold to an independent buyer for each system
AT&T purchased. Hence, the Kingsbury Commitment contained
a built-in incentive for monopoly-swapping rather than continued
competition. Brock (1981: 156) noted, “This provision allowed Bell
and the independents to exchange telephones in order to give each
other geographical monopolies. So long as only one company served
a given geographical area there was little reason to expect price

competition to take place.”
Ironically, the move toward interconnection, while appearing in the
independents’ favor, actually allowed AT&T to gain greater control
over the industry. Brock (1981: 156) found that “interconnection
reduced the Bell’s ability to drive the independents out of business but
also eliminated the independents’ incentive to establish a competitive
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long-distance system.” Michael K. Kellogg, John Thorne, and Peter
W. Huber (1992: 16—17) concluded:
The government solution, in short, was not the steamy, unsettling
cohabitation that marks competition but rather a sort of competitive
apartheid, characterized by segregation and quarantine. Markets
were carefully carved up: one for the monopoly telegraph company;
one for each of the established monopoly local telephone exchanges;
one for the Bell’s monopoly long-distance operations. Bell might
not own everything, but some monopolist or other would dominate
each discrete market. The Kingsbury Commitment could be viewed
as a solution only by a government bookkeeper, who counted several
separate monopolies as an advance over a single monopoly, even
absent any trace of competition among them.

Hence, AT&T’s short-term deal to steer clear of government regulation, would have long-term gains exactly the opposite of those the
government supposedly desired. This was the beginning of the end
for telephone competition (see Figure 1). Although it is impossible

to say exactly what would have happened if AT&T had not been
pressured into the Kingsbury Commitment, it is not outrageous to
hypothesize that competition would have continued to flourish.
FiGURE 1
PERCENTAGE OF TELEPHONES OWNED BY BELL,

1800—1920

Bell

~4—

Kingsbury
Commitment
Takes Effect

N
SOURCE:

Hyman, Toole, and Avellis (1987: 95).

At this point, more explicit government actions began to have a
deleterious impact on the industry. Despite the fears of many public
officials that AT&T could become a ruthless monopolist, a contradictory

notion began to develop that monopoly was inherently “natural”

within this industry. Numerous federal and state officials began
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arguing quite openlythat the telephone industry would function most
efficiently if unified as one system. Legislators began referring to
competition in the same terms as Vail—”duplicative,” “destructive,”
and “wasteful.” A Senate Commerce Committee hearing in 1921
stated that “telephoning is a natural monopoly.” And a House of
Representative committee report noted, “There is nothing to be
gained by local competition in the telephone business” (quoted in
Loeb 1978: 14). A Michigan Public Utilities Commission report
(1921: 315) from that same year also illustrates this prevailing sentiment, “Competition resulted in duplication of investment.... The

policy of the state was to eliminate this by eliminating as far as possible,
duplication.” Many state regulatory agencies began refusing requests
by telephone companies to construct new lines in areas already served
by another carrier and continued to encourage monopoly swapping

and consolidation in the name of “efficient service” (Lavey 1987:
184—85). Kellogg, Thorne, and Huber (1992: 17) sum up the prevailing
sentiment: “To judge by actions, then, rather than words, government

officials had no strong objection to monopoly telephone service. This
was especially true for state regulators. For them, a local telephone
monopoly was both welcome and convenient.”
Not surprisingly, Vail’s vision of “one system” that would provide
“universal service” to everyone, began looking more attractive to many

in public office. Richard H .K. Vietor (1994: 172) of Harvard University
argues, “Vail chose at this time to put AT&T squarely behind govern-

ment regulation, as the quid pro quo for avoiding competition. This
was the only politically acceptable way for AT&T to monopolize

telephony.. It seemed a necessary trade-off for the attainment of
universal service.” As AT&T’s 1917 Annual Report noted, “A combination oflike activities under proper control and regulation, the service to
the public would be better, more progressive, efficient, and economical
than competitive systems.”
..

Industry historian Robert W. Garnet (1985: 130) provides further
support for Victor’s findings:
Regulation played a crucial role in Vail’s plans. Astute enough to
realize that the kind of system he proposed—universal integrated
monopoly—would stand little chance of gaining public approval
without some form of public control, he embraced state regulation.

In doing so, he broke with the company’s long-standing opposition
to what [AT&Tl management had traditionally regarded as an
unwarranted intrusion on its prerogatives. But after years of unfettered competition, during which the firm’s financial strengths had
been sapped and its efforts to build an integrated system had been
dangerously undermined, regulation became a much-preferred
alternative.
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Thus, Vail obviously saw government regulation as the way to eliminate
competitors: the one-way ticket, not only to universal service, but also
to monopoly profits.
World War 1 and Nationalization

The stage was then set for the complete monopolization of the
industry by AT&T, The regulatory treatment AT&T received was

facilitating their take-over of the industry while, at the same time,
allowing them to state publicly that they were under strict government
control. Yet, despite the fact that the tables were certainly tilted in

AT&T’s favor in most areas, competition persisted in some regions.
It was World War I, the nation’s first global crisis, that would provide
the government with a convenient excuse to forcefully gain control
over communications and forever change the structure of the telephone industry. On August 1, 1918, in the midst of World War I,

the federal government nationalized the entire telecommunications
industry for national security reasons.

At first, AT&T executives became nervous when it was announced
that Postmaster General Albert S. Burleson, a long-time advocate of
nationalizing the telegraph and telephone industries, would assume
control of the market. But, once the benefits of nationalization where
made evident to Vail, his anxieties disappeared. Industry historian
George P. Oslin (1992: 278) notes when Vail expressed concern over
the plan to Western Union President and close personal friend Newcorn Carlton, Canton reassured Vail that the plan was in his interest:
“It’s your salvation. The government will be able to raise your rates
and get you new money.” As Oslin (252) argues, “That was what
happened. Bunleson appointed Vail, rated by Canton as a genius, to
manage the telephone, and Canton to operate the telegraph.”
Noobar R. Danielian (1939: 248) concurs: “There is evidence that
Vail appreciated the advantages of Federal control
he was not in
much of a hurry in the early part of 1919 to have his System back
from nominal government control.” This attitude should not be at all
surprising since shortly after the industry was nationalized, AT&T’s
..

.

proposed contract establishing the terms of government ownership
and compensation was accepted by the postmaster general. Danielian
(1992: 252) summarizes the deal as follows:
The federal government.. . agreed to pay to AT&T 4½percent of
the gross operating revenues of the telephone companies as a service
fee; to make provisions for depreciation and obsolescence at the
high rate of5.72 percent per plant; to makeprovision for the amortization of intangible capital; to disburse all interest and dividend
requirements; and in addition, to keep the properties in as good a
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condition as before. Finally, AT&T was given the power to keep a
constant watch on the government’s performance, to see that all
went well with government operation, by providing that the books
of the Postmaster General would be at all times open for inspection.
One might well wonder where the real control was lodged. Needless

to say, the contract was eminently satisfactory to the Bell System.
In addition, once the nationalized system was in place, AT&T wasted
no time applying for immediate and sizable rate increases. High service
connection charges were put into place for the first time. AT&T also
began to realize it could use the backing of the federal government
to coax state commissions into raising rates. Vail personally sent Postmaster General Burleson studies that displayed the need to raise
rates. By January 21, 1919, just 5½months after nationalization, longdistance rates had increased by 20 percent. In addition to being much
greater than returns earned during more competitive years, the rates
established by the postmaster during the year of nationalization
remained in force many years after privatization. Consequently,
AT&T’s generous long distance returns continued to average near or
above 20 percent during the 1920s.
By the time the industry was returned to private control on August
1, 1919, the regulatory route to competition elimination had paid off
handsomely for Vail and AT&T. Of the estimated $50 million in rate
increases approved by the postmaster general during nationalization,
approximately $42 million, or 84 percent went to AT&T. Additionally,
the government cut AT&T a $13 million dollar check at the end of
the period to cover any losses they may have incurred, despite the
fact that none were evident.
The Importance of Rate Regulation
The year of government nationalization was the nail in the coffin
of competition. However, the favorable regulatory treatment AT&T
received during government ownership was only partially to blame
for the death of competition. Of much greater importance, according
to Hyrnan, Toole, and Avellis (1987: 81), was the initiation of extensive
rate regulation:
During this period of government ownership, the decision was made
to set standard long-distance rates throughout the country, based
on average costs, In other words, subscribers calling from large
cities would pay above costs in order to provide a subsidy to those
in rural areas. So, early in the century cross-subsidization began,
embraced by the industry, which rarely question the premise behind
the arrangement that the ability to communicate with subsidized
subscribers was of value to the subsidizing subscribers. As long as
the telephone industry had a monopoly and regulators approved of
the arrangement, it did not matter what subscribers wanted. They
had no choice.
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The intention of this action was obvious—Vail’s vision of a single,
universal service provider was being adopted and implemented by
the government through discriminatory rate structuring.
The decision to initiate rate averaging is vitally important to understanding exactly how the telephone monopoly developed for three
reasons. First, rate regulation in the pursuit of universal service objectives virtually demands a single monopolistic provider in order to be
truly effective. Few firms would ever have the ability to adequately
fulfill universal service obligations unless they were already sufficiently
large to use revenues from one segment of their business to subsidize
the extension of service to citizens that policymakers wanted covered.
In addition, regulators favor monopolies or cartels to carry out such
social polices since they find it easier to control their actions rather
than the actions of multiple competitors. Hence, in the quest to
achieve social policy goals, regulatory commissions end up depending
upon one, or a handful of firms to provide all industry output. Consequently, competition is made difficult, if not impossible. In the words
of regulatory economist Alfred E. Kahn (1971: 12),
When a commission is responsible for the performance of an industry, it is under never completely escapable pressure to protect the
health of the companies it regulates, to assure a desirable performance by relying on those monopolistic chosen instniments and its
own controls rather than on the unplanned and unplannable forces
of competition.

Second, the initiation of extensive federal rate regulation is important because it propelled state regulatory commissions to follow suit
by greatly extending the scope of their authority. By 1922, 40 of 48
states were regulating telephone rates (Noll 1991: 180), The public
utility commissions at the state level immediately began to mimic
federal policies established during World War I. Businesses and urban
subscribers were charged more than rural customers to help extend
service to distant locations. Likewise, long-distance rates were averaged to ensure a company could not charge more for toll calls of the
same distance. Robert Garnet (1985: 152) describes this state-based
rate regulation: “Statewide rate averaging would eventually become
a distinguishing feature of Bell System subscriber charges and would
be embraced by regulators as a strategy for promoting the extension
of telephone service to areas of marginal earnings potential.” And
that is exactly what happened. By 1925 not only had virtually every
state established strict rate regulation guidelines, but local telephone
competition was either discouraged or explicitly prohibited within
many of those jurisdictions.2
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Third, by averaging rates geographically to artificially suppress rural
rates, policymakers and regulators created a serious disincentive to
local telephone competition. Few firms, after all, will seek to enter a
market and offer service if they realize it is difficult, if not impossible,
to undercut the subsidized service of the incumbent carrier.
After reflecting on the overall impact of the introduction of regulation during this period, Brock (1981: 159—61) maintained,
The combination ofstate and federal regulation stabilized the industry and ended the rate wars that had occurred during the early
period of competition. Regulation increased the difficulty of new
entry.
By accepting regulation voluntarily, Bell reduced the risk
that unfavorable regulation would be imposed. The system of com. . .

peting federal and state regulation, together with the complex Bell

structure, prevented real regulatory control while providing the
protection and legitimacy of a regulated utility.

. . .

The acceptance

of regulation was a risk-reducing decision. It substituted a limited
but guaranteed return on capital and management freedom for the
uncertainty of the marketplace. It gave the Bell system a powerful
weapon to exclude competitors and justification for seeking a
monopoly, as well as reducing the chances of outright nationalization
or serious antitrust action.

Hence, universal service, the final element of AT&T’s strategy to
eliminate competition, was in place thanks to the explicit actions of
both federal and state legislators and regulators. Once AT&T’s motto
was adopted as the nation’s de facto regulatory policy, no other firm
was in a position to adequately extend service in accordance with the
new federal and state mandated social policy. The Bell monopoly was
here to stay.
The FCC and Telephone Entitlement
A few years later, this new unwritten law of the land was codified
as the raison d’être of the Federal Communications Commission
(FCC) with the passage of the Communications Act of 1934. The
commission was created, “for the purpose of regulating interstate and
foreign commerce in communication by wire and radio so as to make
available, so far as possible, to all the people of the United States a
rapid, efficient, Nation-wide, and world-wide wire and radio communication service with adequate facilities at reasonable charges.”
‘Many such pmohihitioiss and restrictions still exist today. According to the National Associa—
tion of Regulatory Utility Coniniissiooers’ Suieesary of Gornpetitiee Stetsss by Pepeletlee,
19 states still have substantial legal barrers to competition, and another 20 only allow
partial competition. Whenpopulation is taken into account, roughly 70 percent ofAmericans
live in s state tlsat either allows only partial or no competition.
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In effect, every American was henceforth found to be entitled to
the right to telephone service, specifically cheap telephone service.

To carryout this difficult policy objective, the FCC was given sweeping
powers. Beside its powers to regulate rates to ensure they were “just
and reasonable,” the FCC was also given the power to restrict entry
into the marketplace. Potential competitors were, and still are required
to obtain from the FCC a “certificate of public convenience and
necessity.” The intent of the licensing process was again to prevent
“wasteful duplication” and “unneeded competition.” In reality, it
served as a front to guard the interests of the regulated monopoly
and the FCC’s social agenda.
The overall hostility to competition by the FCC and the drafters
of the legislation that gave birth to it is best illustrated by a 1988
Department of Commerce report on the development of the telecommunications industry. The report notes, “The chief focus of the Cornrnuniications Act of 1934 was on the regulation oftelecommunications,
not necessarily its maximum development and promotion. [T]he drafters of the legislation saw the talents and resources of the industry
presenting more of a challenge to the public interest than an opportunity for national progress” (164).
Over time the FCC would come to see the Bell System simply as
the implementor of its agenda. Consequently, it would continue to
use its power in favor of AT&T when potential competitors threatened
the firm’s hegemony. Their bureaucratic mismanagement of the radio
spectrum (which was nationalized under the Radio Act of 1927) meant
the most capable competitor of the era would never be given a chance
to compete. Despite the fact that wireless technologies would be
greatly developed in the near future, the possibility of serious wireless
competition rising up to meet the Bell challenge in the first half of
this century became less likely once government forces, instead of
market forces, controlled how the spectrum was allocated. Just as the
wireline technologies where subject to blatant political manipulation,
the wireless spectrum became the tool of regulatory and special interests; competition was again dealt a severe blow.
Thomas Hazlett (1990) has proven that the nationalization of the
radio spectrum was a special interest fiasco that was totally unnecessary. Property rights within the spectrum were developing and could
have become the norm if not for the intervention of federal regulators
at the request of industry leaders. Kellogg, Thorne, and Huben (1992:
19—20) have also pointed out the anti-competitive nature of the 1927
Radio Act:
A gentlemanly agreement, reached under political pressure, had
once again replaced competition with complementarymonopolies. It
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reaffirmed the general prohibition on “monopoly” of the airwaves—
meaning that competition over the airwaves was prohibited, at least
if it came from Bell. The Act forbade cross-ownership of telephone
companies and broadcasting stations, and flatly rejected the operation of radio stations as ‘common carriers.’ None of this could have
concerned top officials at RCA or Bell very much. Congress merely
cemented and strengthened a division of markets and territories
that the parties had already voluntarily embraced.
Likewise, when the cable industry appeared on the scene several
years later, it was restrained from entering other market segments.
Finally, as mentioned, in those intrastate markets the FCC did not
have jurisdiction over, state commissions protected local monopolies
by restricting entry and guaranteeing their revenues.
Needless to say, by World War II, the communications industry
had become a good old boy network. Regulators and the regulatees
realized they had something to gain by allying in opposition to the
forces of competition. Alfred Kahn (1971: 46) recognized the cozy
nature of the regulator-regulatee relationship: “Responsible for the
continued provision and improvement of service, [the regulatory commission] comes increasingly and understandably to identify the interest
of the public with that of the existing companies on whom it must
rely to deliver goods.”
Hence, owing to a federal policy that placed higher value on immediate universal service than competition, the Bell monopoly was
solidified.
The Lessons for Today’s Legislators

The belief that government intervention substantially decreased
competitive opportunities within the telecommunications industry is
borne out by the historical record. The actions of legislators and
regulators, both deliberate and accidental, led to the creation of the
Bell monopoly. The demise of competition within the industry was
brought about by three primary forces:
1. The removal of “wasteful” or “duplicative” competition through
exclusionary licensing policies, misguided interconnection edicts,
protected monopoly status for dominantcarriers, and guaranteed
revenues for those regulated utilities;
2. The mandated social policy of universal telephone entitlement,
which called for a single provider to easily carry out regulatory
orders; and
3. regulation of rates (through averaging and cross-subsidization)
to achieve the social policy objective of universal service.3
~rhislist
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The combination of these government-induced policies, which were
introduced in rapid succession, was enough to kill telephone competition just as it was gaining momentum.
Despite this evidence, many economists still argue that in the
absence of government control, a monopoly would have developed

and consumers would have been exploited to a greater extent in the
process. Such an outcome is questionable. Even if the assumption is
granted, it is arguable that such an outcome would have proven as
disastrous as the monopoly theorists believe. Such a suboptimal market
setting would have invited entrepreneurial solutions to the monopolistic practices, encouraging the development of competitive technologies to satisfy consumer demands.4 This entrepreneurial activity might
have taken place much sooner had government not erected legal
barriers to competition throughout the industry. Once the government
rigged the rules of the game to favor one firm over all others, competition was virtually impossible.
A review of the historical record of American telephony, considered
to be the prime example of a natural monopoly industry, serves as an
excellent starting point for a fundamental reassessment of the validity
of natural monopoly theory. Some economists have challenged the
notion that monopolies are in any sense natural. James R. Nelson
(1966: 3) claimed:
One of the most unfortunate phrases ever introduced into law or
economics was the phrase “natural monopoly.” Every monopoly is
a product of public policy. No present monopoly, public or private,
can be traced back through history in a pure form. “Natural monopolies” in fact originated in response to a beliefthat some goal, or goals,
of public policy would be advanced by encouraging or permitting
a monopoly to be formed, and discouraging or forbidding future
competition with this monopoly.
Hazlett (1985: 21) has also weighed in by refuting many of the
obsolete notions upon which natural monopoly theory is based:
which accounted for much of the transition to regulated monopolies.” His list is as follows:
“(1) efficient supply of services; (2) reasonable revenues; (3) extension of service to remote
areas; (4) averagedrate structures; and(5) below-cost pricing for residential services” (Lavey
1987: 171).
4
This is exactly what began to happen under the government-regulated market anyway as
newwireless and computerized inventions gradually eroded the Bell System’s technological
advantages, Yet, various bureaucratic gaffes and outright regulatory prohibitions continued
to limit the extent to which new technologies could have a substantial impact on industrywide competition. The result was minor gains for rivals in new market segments, such as
microwave communications and resale, but little else in the way of a serious challenge to

AT&T’s hegemony.
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The economists’ analysis of the inefficiency of unregulated natural
monopoly markets did not spring from a scientific or particularly

scholarly research program but in response to “a growing clamor
for more government.” Indeed many of the early natural monopoly
writers had attacked the problem because of personal ideological
agendas; their politics preceded their studies.
Finally, economists with allegiance to the Austrian School of economics, such as Dominick T. Armentano (1990), F.A. Hayek (1948),
and Israel M. Kirzner (1973), believe that not only are answers to the

questions about natural monopoly wrong, the questions themselves
are improperly formulated. Competition, these scholars insist, is a
dynamic process of constant entrepreneurial adjustment to market
signals. The market is never at rest; today’s monopoly could be tomorrow’s competitive market. A truly competitive marketplace, therefore,
will be free of any artificial restraints or barriers to entry that interrupt
this dynamic adjustment process. Hence, when examining the development of the telephone market through an Austrian paradigm, it should
be obvious that the only “failure” was not of the market, but of
legislators and regulators who failed to allow entrepreneurial solutions
to develop.
The most important lesson legislators can draw from this study is
that government intervention need not be explicit or massive to have
serious long-term and deleterious effects on competition within an
industry. In the case of telecommunications, the government’s simple
stipulation that rates be artificially set to reflect certain social policy
objectives was the crucial factor that led to the creation of the AT&T
monopoly. Other factors, such as interconnection requirements, also
illustrate how good intentions can often have disastrous results. In
this case, interconnectivity provided a disincentive to built competing
systems, tilting the market in AT&T’s favor.
Still, legislators demand specific answers for many difficult questions. First, there is the question already addressed briefly above—
would not a free market for telecommunications be privately monopolized or oligopolized anyway? To answer this more succinctly, there
is no doubt that all businesses would like to capture an entire market
for themselves and receive exorbitant profits from the goods and
services they produce. But, the beauty of the free market is that it
tames such tendencies through competition and entrepreneurship.
Every time a producer ignores the needs of consumers, entrepreneurs
see the opportunity to step in and fill the market’s need, General
Motors and IBM can both attest to the truth of this phenomenon. At
one time they both sat atop their respective markets, only to find
their perfect worlds shattered by innovative competitors. Ironically,
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both GM and IBM were once targets of federal antitrust investigations.
Would the automobile or computer industry be any more competitive
today had the government broken up either of these companies?
Likewise, would consumers have been better off if either firm was
granted the status of a government-regulated monopolist? It would
be hard to argue that that would be the case—both industries are
now vigorously competitive precisely because the market was allowed

to work; consumer power took precedence over arbitrary regulatory
power.
But what about universal service? Would a telecommunications
free market have guaranteed everyone access to a telephone? At first,
definitely not. Competition would have taken time to develop to the
point were everyone was provided access. But, just as virtually every
American gained access to a radio and television (and many to a video
cassette recorder) through free-market competition, telephones would
have eventually become ubiquitous without government mandates.
The demand for telephone service is too inelastic to image the opposite
being the case. Quite likely, innovative products would first have been
introduced into lucrative business markets and then slowly spread

out to rural, residential areas as consumer demand grew. Thus, the
extension of telephone service probably would have progressed much
as television and computers have. Competitors would have eventually
formulated appropriate interconnection charges to ensure that a spontaneous universal system developed. It would have become virtually
impossible for a firm to survive if it did not agree to interconnect

with others. As for those citizens in far-off rural areas that legislators
most fear would be forgotten, wireless systems would have eventually
arisen to accommodate their needs. Although such service would not
have been cheap initially, it would have been available.
Yet, instead of patiently allowing competition to develop within the
telecommunications industry, arrogant legislators thought they better
understood how to order the marketplace, and intervened to conduct
their experiment. Their hastiness allowed AT&T to monopolize one
of the most important industries in existence. Their mistakes should
make us question the validity of any statements by today’s legislators
that they better understand how to make the marketplace competitive.
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